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XtraLight Manufacturing Captures Award with LED High Bay 
Innovative LED Solutions are a ShowStopper at the NECA Convention 

  
Houston, Texas - XtraLight Manufacturing, a Houston based commercial and industrial lighting fixture 
manufacturer, stole the show with its LED High Bay fixture at the 2012 NECA Convention held Sept. 29-
Oct. 2 at Mandalay Bay Convention Center in Las Vegas. 
 
Known for its expertise and innovation, like the patent for the first Fluorescent High Bay (FHB®), XtraLight 
chose to exhibit at NECA to show how it is once again redefining the high bay market with LEDs.  
 
“Customers are demanding effective industrial and commercial LED fixtures that make sense from both a 
performance and cost perspective. Our fixtures use the LEDLinX Light Engine system that makes them 
both a great value and provides outstanding performance characteristics,” says Jerry Caroom, CEO. “We 
appreciate the fact that it was industry experts who voted for our fixture.” 
 
The LED High Bay that took the prize is a 192W fixture utilizing advanced thermal management for rapid 
heat dissipation and custom optics for precise lighting control. The fixture is engineered to replace up to a 
460W HID.  
 
XtraLight also displayed a 375W High Bay fixture, engineered to replace up to a 1080W HID, along with a 
34W LED Wall Pack and a 67W LED Parking Garage Luminaire.  
 
“Electrical contractors are vital to LED adoption. The NECA show is a great venue to introduce our 
products to the electrical contracting community,” said Joe Thomson, Project Manager.  
  
For more information on all of XtraLight Manufacturing’s products, please visit www.xlm.com or e-mail 
info@xtralight.com.  
  
About XtraLight 
Since 1986, XtraLight has provided energy-efficient, commonsense lighting solutions for commercial, 
industrial and municipal applications. Known for its innovative fixture solutions, XtraLight entered the 
21st century as the patent owner of the first Fluorescent High Bay (FHB®). Today, XtraLight continues its 
commitment through new manufacturing technologies, LED fixture lines, unsurpassed turn-around and 
accurate delivery systems. More information can be found at www.xlm.com. 
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